DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM LIMITED
Instruction No. 5 /2006/PD&C
From
The Chief Engineer/PD&C,
DHBVNL, Hisar.
To
All Superintending Engineers/OP
Under DHBVNL.
Memo No.Ch.
/
Dated: 29.6.2006
Subject:

Preparation of Schemes-NCR/APDRP/RIDF/REC
As you are aware that the Management has decided to carry out

the various activities for improvement of infrastructure/ Distribution system
through;
a)

bifurcation/trifurcation of 11 KV overloaded feeders.

b)

Segregation of rural domestic load from tubewell load in rural area.

c)

Provision of HVDS system in theft prone urban area as well as theft
prone rural villages.

d)

Release of all pending tubewell connections on demand.

All the above schemes would require sufficient funds at the disposal of DHBVNL
which shall be arranged through NCRPB, REC, APRDP and NABARD etc. All
the above agencies require proper preparation and timely submission of the
schemes.
To prepare the schemes, the following guidelines are issued:1. All the towns under NCR (the list of which already stand sent to your
office) are to be covered under the scheme. Kindly see NCR map on our
website and NCR scheme guidelines on website and make your schemes.
The NCR districts of Faridabad, Gurgaon, Nuh and Rewari and counter
magnet town of Hisar city should make schemes for NCR funding for
Rs.100 crores each. Gurgaon district may prepare more schemes for its
urban areas including colonizer areas apart from its rural areas.

2. Under APDRP the Class-III category towns may be included for
preparation of the schemes. The list of class III towns is available on our
website- you may prepare schemes for such small towns.

We would

prefer if under APDRP scheme each circle can give us schemes worth
100 crores each. All the Class-III category towns may be included for
preparation of the schemes to the tune of Rs.100.00 crores for each
district.
3. The scheme for renovation, improvement of infrastructure of electric
supply in respect of irrigation canal network under Bhiwani & Narnaul
circles are to be prepared separately.

The provision of independent

feeders, replacement of old & worn out equipment etc .for electric
distribution system of irrigation canal system can be considered while
preparation of the schemes. Since all the expenditure shall be borne by
the Irrigation Department through its own sources.
4. NABARD is also likely to start funding power projects during the current
financial year. If any circles had made schemes for financing under
NABARD RIDF, they may look at the earlier schemes and formulate new
schemes on the same pattern. We would prefer to have some schemes
from all circles for RIDF worth 100 crores each.
5. As you are aware the financing can be taken from various agencies but it
is very important to have a shelf of schemes ready for submission to
funding agencies. Hence it is vital that schemes under various categoriesas suggested in the annexure attached- are formulated from which the
head office can pick up schemes tailor made for requirements of funding
agency and early take the loans.
It is again directed that the various schemes may be prepared on the above
basis and sent to this office at the earliest for further submission to the quarter
concerned within a fortnight.

Chief Engineer/PD&C,
DHBVNL, Hisar.

CC:
1. Sr.P.S. to Managing Director, DHBVNL, Hisar for the kind information of
the M.D.
2. Sr.P.S. to the Director(OP)/Projects, DHBVNL, Hisar for the kind
information of the Directors.
3. Chief Engineer/OP, DHBVNL, Hisar/Delhi. They are requested to issue
directions to SEs/OP to submit the requisite information as well as
schemes for their circles within 15 days.

